Background:
The Sunnydale council wants to reduce disposable coffee cup rubbish in its area. It's holding a meeting with cafe owners from High St - a popular shopping destination in the area. In this meeting, a representative from the council, Jamira, explains a new plan to get rid of disposable coffee cup rubbish.

Section A: Listening Questions

a. Tick (√) the correct box.

How does Jamir want local cafe owners to help the council reduce take away coffee cup rubbish along High St?

☐ Stop making coffee
☐ Stop selling take away coffee
☐ Install special recycle bins for take away coffee cups
☐ Only sell take away coffee in reusable cups
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b. What are two problems Jamir says take away coffee cups create?

Problem 1: ____________________________________________

Problem 2: ____________________________________________
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c. When he explains the need to reduce take away coffee cup rubbish, Jamir uses emphasis. Give one example of a strategy he uses to create emphasis.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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